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Abstract
Imputation web servers have been developed that allow phasing and imputation of genome-wide data without the need for owncomputing resources. However, their terms of use, data sharing with third parties, the security architecture of the web service,and the algorithms and parameter settings used are only partially disclosed. We developed EagleImp-Web, a fast, secure andconvenient web service for phasing and imputation of genome-wide data. The web service uses technical improvements inphasing and imputation algorithms and a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) accelerator design to reduce computation timewithout loss of phasing and imputation quality. Other key features include no exposure of user information and input/output datato third parties, high data security and fast secure download, user authentication through 2-factor authentication, full control inmanaging user accounts, and full transparency of algorithms and their settings. EagleImp-Web provides simple and convenientfunctionalities for monitoring running jobs and selecting parameter settings and output information. Due to the speed advantageover a purely CPU-based implementation, EagleImp-Web offers the user the ability to choose a more resource-intensive parametersetting in exchange for computation time to further improve phasing and imputation quality. EagleImp-Web is freely availabe at
https://hybridcomputing.ikmb.uni-kiel.de.
Key words: Free web service, haplotype phasing, genotype imputation, reference panel, GWAS, FPGA, parallel computing

Introduction

Imputation web servers have been developed that allow researcherswithout own computing resources to easily perform genome-wide phasing and imputation with reference panels from differentgenome sequencing projects [1]. New whole genome sequencing(WGS) projects will lead to huge reference panels in the near fu-ture, such as that of the European 1+ Million Genomes Initiative(1+MG). To keep phasing and imputation practical and runtimesshort, we recently optimized current phasing (Eagle2 [2]) and im-putation software (PBWT [3]) and combined both steps into a singlefreely available application named EagleImp, resulting in a speedadvantage of two to ten-fold over the original tools with improvedphasing and imputation quality [4].
Here we introduce EagleImp-Web, a fast and convenient geno-type phasing and imputation web service that provides all thefeatures of EagleImp free of charge to the community. EagleImp-

Web complies, due to its security and data protection architecture,with the European Union (EU) General Data Protection Regulation(GDPR). The terms of the GDPR are explained transparently on ourwebsite. The service runs on university computers located in Kiel,Germany. All website functions are available via an encrypted andcertified https connection. The website does not store cookies be-sides necessary session cookies on the user’s computer and is free ofadvertising and does not collect any data for marketing purposes orfor sharing with third parties. For job submission and management

functions, a user login with only minimal requirements is required,i.e. a valid email address and password. The email address is re-quired for notification messages about the user’s jobs and is alsoused for password recovery. File downloads are handled directly onour server via certified https and can be started either directly fromthe protected user account or with a one-time password from thecommand line (e.g. via the download tool wget). This eliminatesthe time consuming encryption and decryption of the result files.Compared to other imputation web servers, input and output datais stored temporarily and exclusively on our university computersin Kiel, Germany, and are never passed on to third-party services(such as Globus or Amazon servers, or some unknown location).Data access is only possible for the authorised user. Additional secu-rity is provided by optional 2-factor authentication with the optionto register different devices (e.g. a smartphone with fingerprintauthentication or face recognition, or a USB security key).To further reduce computation times through the web service,we have also re-implemented the phasing core algorithm of Ea-
gleImp [4] in EagleImp-Web by using a field-programmable gatearray (FPGA), which offers a further speed increase of up to 66%with no loss in accuracy when compared to the CPU-only approachof EagleImp. The FPGA accelerator is seamlessly integrated into thecomputing system of our web service and utilised transparentlyfor the user. The speed advantage allows, for example, the use of ahigher-value parameter selection for phasing with an improvementin the phasing quality while maintaining the same runtime.
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Figure 1. The EagleImp-Web server infrastructure consists of two components: frontend and backend system. The web service is hosted by the frontend while jobs are
processed on the backend system. The processing order is controlled by the job queue which we implemented in the Qmanager software on the backend. Files are stored on the
frontend and accessed via NFSv4. The division into frontend and backend system allows job processing to be independent from web service operations and keeps the web
service functional despite a full computational load on the backend during job processing.

Materials and Methods

The server infrastructure of EagleImp-Web is divided into two com-ponents, referred to as frontend and backend system, to make ourservice fast, stable and secure (Figure 1). It is described in the firstpart of this section, while in the second part we explain the basicconcepts of the underlying EagleImp software and the integrationof the FPGA accelerator.

EagleImp-Web Server Infrastructure and Functionality

The frontend hosts the web service including a database with userinformation, such as login credentials, submitted jobs and theirresults. Uploaded files and result files are also stored on this sys-tem. The frontend is equipped with an Intel Xeon Silver 4110 8-coreCPU @ 3 GHz and 128 GB RAM. It offers more than 7 TB of redun-dant storage capacity and is currently running on an Ubuntu 21.10Linux system, which is regularly updated. The web service is im-plemented in PHP and JavaScript and is hosted by an Apache2 server(currently version 2.4.46). The database is implemented in Post-
greSQL, version 13.5.

With two Intel Xeon E5-2667 v4 8-core CPUs running at @3.6 GHz and 256 GB RAM, the backend provides the necessarycomputing power for the actual processing of the submitted jobs.Ubuntu Linux 21.10 is also used as the operating system. The back-end is further equipped with an FPGA accelerator, an Alpha DataADM-PCIE-8K5 PCIe card containing a Xilinx Kintex UltraScaleKU115 FPGA. The backend’s main tasks are to host the job queue,that we have newly implemented in our Qmanager [5] software, andto run the EagleImp [4] tool to process the user’s phasing and/orimputation jobs.
To ensure direct communication without potential intercep-tion risks and routing problems, the frontend and backend areconnected via a direct Ethernet connection and dedicated networkdevices. Communication between these systems via this connec-tion is limited to two applications: First, the backend offers accessto the Qmanager via a single open port on this direct connectionto the frontend. Second, the frontend only exports the storage filesystem via NFSv4 to the backend via this connection and acceptsnotification calls from the Qmanager. A firewall on the frontend(implemented with the Linux system tool iptables) rejects all incom-ing traffic from the internet except https requests. (http requests arealso allowed, but are automatically redirected to https). The backendfirewall is configured to completely block all incoming traffic fromthe internet. Only administrative access via SSH to the local networkis exceptionally allowed for both systems. Since the servers are lo-cated in the infrastructure of Kiel University, an additional firewallfrom the university’s router ensures that rules are not violated. Theserver’s certificate (required for secure https connections) is issuedby the external organization Deutsches Forschungsnetzwerk (DFN;German Research Network) and will be verified by any browsers

standard certificate chain.
Since the frontend makes the file system available to the back-end via NFSv4, the web service can directly access all outputs of the

EagleImp software running on the backend. The EagleImp softwarecontinuously updates its progress in the status files observed by theweb service, so that the web service user can constantly monitorher/his running job. Global job management is done through ournewly developed job queuing system, which is implemented in the
Qmanager software hosted on the backend system [5]. Its mainfunction is to receive commands to be processed in the backend sys-tem. It processes all queued, running and finished jobs (includingtheir output and return codes) from the frontend system. A finishedjob is reported directly to the web service via a notification scriptthat triggers several operations on the frontend system, such aschanging the job status, notifying the user and preparing the down-load URLs for the results. For more details on the implementationof EagleImp-Web, we refer to Supplementary 1.

EagleImp Software and FPGA Implementation

The EagleImp software is freely available at GitHub [6]. It is based onthe popular phasing tool Eagle2 [2] and imputation tool PBWT [3],and combines both steps in a single application. The main advan-tages of EagleImp over the classical two step approach with Eagle2and PBWT are the increased computation speed of a factor 2 to 10while the phasing and imputation quality is at least maintainedor even improved. The speedup results from introducing multi-processing with several temporary output files for imputation re-ducing the input/output (IO) bottleneck among other algorithmicimprovements regarding interval mapping in the internal Position-
based Burrows-Wheeler Transform (PBWT) data structure and theextensive usage of bit operations and processor directives. For moredetails on the basic concept of phasing and imputation in EagleImp,we refer to Wienbrandt et.al. [4], also summarized in Supplemen-
tary 2.

To further accelerate the web service, we introduce supportfor an accelerated phasing step in EagleImp here using field-
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [7, 8]. An FPGA is a processingunit where the logic circuits in the hardware are programmablewhich is completely contrary to Central Processing Units (CPU) whichare commonly known as “processors”. The main advantage ofFPGA computing is that simple operations, especially those basedon Boolean logic, can be implemented directly in the circuit’s logicwhich makes them extremely fast and keep the power consumptionto a minimum. Furthermore, by implementing many operations ina pipeline chain or in parallel, many operations can be performedconcurrently. The developer can flexibly design the FPGA core witharbitrary word sizes and parallel data channels to implement a corealgorithm with the goal of an extremely optimized use of the devicesresources. In contrast, CPUs lack this flexibility as they process a“program” which actually is a chain of subsequent commands. Par-
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Figure 2. The FPGA pipeline design to create the condensed reference and the PBWT data structure for the phasing step. For simplicity, the figure shows 1-bit processing per
clock cycle. In contrast, the implemented design processes 2 bits in one clock cycle using dual-port BRAMs and doubling data, address, permutation, multiplexer and output
routes. For the basic concept of phasing using FPGAs, we refer to Wienbrandt et.al. [9]. Details of the current FPGA implementation and an explanation of the illustrated
design are provided in Supplementary 3.

allelism is introduced only by multiple CPU cores and pipelining forcertain commands, but word sizes and data channels are fixed.
In EagleImp many operations in the phasing preliminaries (suchas selecting the K-best haplotypes and building the condensed ref-erence as well as the creation of the PBWT) are based on Booleanoperations. Therefore, we outsourced this part into an FPGA design,illustrated in Figure 2. In contrast to our first approach presentedin [9], we have improved the design by adding an entity that selectsthe K-best haplotypes for each target from the reference (K is auser option and defaults to K = 10, 000 in Eagle2), and we haveimplemented the generation of the PBWT from the condensed ref-erence on the FPGA (forward and backward PBWT as required forthe forward and reverse phasing steps). We were able to remove thematrix transposition step from our previous FPGA design as theentire pipeline can now be processed in variant-major format with-out an intermediate conversion to a sample-major format. (Thevariant-major format is also used in VCF files.) For details on howto integrate the new FPGA design into the phasing process, see

Supplementary 3. Note that FPGA acceleration is only possible for
K ≤ 32, 768 due to the limited block RAM (BRAM) resources onthe FPGA. Runs with a higher K parameter are always performedwithout FPGA acceleration.

Results

User Interface and Functionality

Registration and Login
Use of EagleImp-Web first requires the registration of a personal useraccount, which can be created by providing a valid email address andpassword (optional 2-factor authentication with different devicesis available for additional security, see below). The email addressis used to verify the account, as a confirmation email is sent to theuser upon registration. The user account enables protection againstunauthorized access by third-parties to imputation results and avariety of convenience features in connection with our service. Weexplicitly point out that we do not use the provided email address forpurposes other than job notifications and account management anddo not collect any usage information or statistics of our service inconnection with user accounts. After login, it is possible to submitjobs, manage ongoing or completed jobs, download results, andmanage accounts. The web service will automatically logout theuser after 30 minutes of inactivity.
Job Submission
New jobs are arranged in a queue to ensure a fair order of executionamong users (on a first-come, first-served basis). To run a job

within our service, the upload of target genotype data (to be phasedand/or imputed) in Variant Call Format (VCF) is required. Acceptedfile formats are .vcf.gz and .bcf, and uploaded files are subject tothe following restrictions: Only one file per chromosome may beuploaded, the filename must start with the chromosome numberwith an optional leading “chr”, the samples must be the same inall uploaded files, and the sample limit is 100,000. The consistencyof the files is checked during upload.
Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the job submission form. Upload-ing the target files is possible in three different ways. The easiestway is to upload via a browser. Files can simply be selected in a fileselection dialog or dragged and dropped in the designated box. Afterclicking on “Submit Job”, the upload is starting. Alternatively, theweb server can actively fetch the files from public URLs (e.g. point-ing to a private server) that are provided in the submission form. Or,upload via Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) can be chosen, whichrequires the user to provide the host URL, login credentials andrelative paths to the files on that server. Note that we use the logincredentials only for the purpose of downloading the files. We neversubmit them in plain-text, as SFTP is an encrypted connection,and we delete them immediately after the download to our serverhas finished.
The runtime options of the job include an arbitrary job name,the genome build of the input data (either GRCh37 or GRCh38) andthe reference panel (currently either the 1000 Genomes Phase 3panel [10] or the European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA) releaseof the HRC1.1 reference panel [1, 11] are available — as both panelswere released in GRCh37, we provide lifted versions of both panelsfor GRCh38 imputation (see Supplementary Table 1 for more de-tails on the available reference panels).) If the user has prepared apre-phased dataset for upload, the phasing process can be skipped.Likewise, the user can skip the imputation process if a phasing-only run is desired. Other parameters include the option to selectthe type of dosage information that will be reported along with theimputed genotypes (hard calls), i.e. the allele dosages, the genotypedosage, the genotype probabilities, a combination of those three ornone. The user can select an imputation accuracy r2-filter thresholdto reduce the imputation output to variants of a minimum quality.Other expert options include handling ref/alt swaps or strand flips,and the K parameter can be chosen from three different categories(only available if the reference panels contains more haplotypesthan the smallest K-parameter).

Job Management
After submission, the job is queued in the job queue and can bemanaged in the “Jobs” section. The job management page is dividedinto four parts: queued jobs, running jobs, finished jobs and deletedjobs. The jobs are listed in chronological order along with a waiting
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Figure 3. Screenshot of EagleImp-Web’s job submission page with the available
configuration options.

status indicating when the job will be processed. A single user canqueue up to three jobs at a time (i.e. no more than three jobs can bequeued waiting to be processed by a single user, however, there isno limit to the total number of jobs processed for a user).
Figure 4 shows a screenshot from an exemplary job progress.Once a job is actively being processed, the user can monitor thecurrent progress and view information about each file, includingwarning and error messages. When a job is regularly completed,it is moved to the finished jobs section from where the result filescan be downloaded. A job can also be canceled, in which case it isstopped and also moved to the finished jobs section.

Results Download
For each uploaded input file the web service generates the followingoutput files: Imputation results are found in .imputed.vcf.gz files

Figure 4. Screenshot of an exemplary imputation job progress in EagleImp-Web.

and contain all imputed variants (phased genotypes; hard calls) ofthe selected imputation reference and optionally the user selectedinformation on allele dosages, genotype dosages and/or genotypeprobabilities. For each variant, the user receives additional informa-tion such as imputation accuracy (r2), minor allele frequency (MAF),reference panel allele frequency (RefPanelAF), allele count (AC) andallele number (AN). Variant IDs and allele coding are taken fromthe reference panel, and variants that were already present beforeimputation are marked as TYPED. If the user selects to save the phas-ing output separately, the web service generates a .phased.vcf.gzfile containing the phased input variants. A .phased.confidencesfile contains the average phasing confidence for each input sam-ple. In addition, the EagleImp log file .log is provided, and an infofile .varinfo contains separate information for each input variantabout how it was included in the analysis (e.g. with a ref/alt swap)or, if it was not included, why it was excluded from analysis (e.g. ifit was multi-allelic).
The result files are registered in our database with a uniquerandom string for each file. The web service then generates a securedownload link for each file over an encrypted https-connectionbased on this random string and an individual script to downloadall available files at once. For all completed, cancelled or otherwiseterminated jobs, the user receives a notification email containing agenerated password uniquely associated with that job to downloadthe results via the command line. The files are locked by default anda direct download via the file URL is only possible when the useris either logged-in to download individual files directly from thewebsite or the password received in the notification email is enteredvia the download script on the command line. This password is usedto unlock the individual files, thus allowing the download only tothose users who have access to the download links with the correctURL and the password. In this way, separate encryption of the resultfiles is not required and saves the user time by not having to decryptthe files before using.
In contrast to other prominent imputation web services, all in-put files are processed independently of each other and thus thefailure of individual input files does not lead to the complete abor-tion of the job. Result files generated before the termination of thejob (regardless of whether it was aborted or successfully completed)will be made available for download so that the user can specificallyfix the incorrect files without having to run the job for correct filesagain. Note that we automatically delete all data related to a job(with the exception of status and log files) from our server 7 days
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after the job is finished unless the job is manually deleted by theuser. We keep status and log files together with the job metadatafor the user in the deleted jobs section so the user has a history ofher/his previous jobs. Of course, jobs in the job history can also bedeleted manually (either individual jobs or all deleted jobs at once).Jobs older than one year are automatically removed completely fromthe history.
Account Management
As stated above, a valid email address and a password are requiredto set up a personal user account. The password is not stored inplain text, but as a secure SHA-256 hash on our server. EagleImp-
Web also provides a password recovery function in case the userhas forgotten the login password. Optionally, the user can activate2-factor authentication for her/his account. This can be done byadding at least one security key, e.g. from a USB key dongle, afingerprint reader (e.g. on a smartphone) or another suitable device.Note that once 2-factor authentication has been activated withthe registration of a security key, it is no longer possible to login without the key. The account settings section further containsbasic account management functions, such as changing the emailaddress or password and adding or removing a security key for 2-factor authentication. The user may also delete her/his account inthe account settings, which results in an immediate deletion of alldata and jobs related to the user from our server without exception.

Quality and Runtime Performance

In our EagleImp software publication [4] we showed that EagleImpdelivers at least the same or better phasing and imputation quality(in terms of phasing switch error rate and imputation genotypeerror rate) compared to the tools Eagle2 [2] and PBWT [3], with aspeed advantage of a factor between 2 and 10. For common variantsexamined in typical GWAS studies, we were also able to show that
EagleImp had the same or higher imputation accuracy (in termsof imputation accuracy r2) than the Sanger Imputation Service [12],the Michigan Imputation Server [13] and the most recent TOPMed
Imputation Server [14], despite larger (not publicly available) refer-ence panels. For more details, we refer the reader to Wienbrandt
et.al. [4].

For EagleImp-Web we have developed an FPGA design to accel-erate the phasing step in EagleImp that returns the same resultsas EagleImp’s CPU-only code. First, we conducted quality assur-ance benchmarks depending on two different values of the phasingparameter K (to select the K-best haplotypes from the referencefor phasing) by repeating the benchmarks in [4] for the datasets
HRC.EUR, COVID.Italy and COVID.Spain (see Supplementary Table 2for more details on the benchmark datasets) with FPGA accelerationenabled. We confirmed for the HRC.EUR dataset (comprising 494European samples) the same phasing switch error rate of 0.00470for K = 10, 000 and 0.00434 for K = 32, 768 when phased againstthe EGA release of the HRC1.1 reference panel. The imputation geno-type error rates were confirmed with 0.00265 for K = 10, 000 and0.00254 for K = 32, 768, respectively. Consequently, the imputationaccuracy r2 shows the same behaviour as demonstrated by deter-mining the r2 values stratified by minor allele frequency (MAF) for
K = 10, 000 and K = 32, 768 for the real-world datasets COVID.Italyand COVID.Spain (from [15], comprising 2,113 Italian and 1,792 Span-ish samples respectively) with the resulting diagrams showing nodifference for the respective K (Supplementary Figures 1 (a–d)).

To determine the speed advantage of the FPGA implementa-tion over the CPU-only implementation, we performed a runtimeanalysis of the same three benchmark datasets and same K val-ues from our quality assurance benchmarks above. Note that thebackend system of our presented web service here is the same sys-tem as used for the benchmarks in Wienbrandt et.al. [4], whichmakes runtimes directly comparable. For FPGA acceleration, we
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Figure 5. Wall-clock runtimes for two GWAS benchmark datasets (a) COVID.Italy
(2,113 Italian samples with 559,519 variants) and (b) COVID.Spain (1,792 Spanish
samples with 549,696 variants) imputed with EagleImp against the HRC1.1 EGA
release, using two different values of the phasing parameter K. Numbers in brackets
indicate the speed increase of EagleImp with enabled FPGA acceleration (available in
EagleImp-Web) versus EagleImp without FPGA support.

again used the fastest multiprocessor configuration for EagleImpreported in [4], i.e. eight worker processes with eight threads eachare started simultaneously, with two workers each sharing a lockfor multiple exclusion on CPU resources (hereafter referred to as
2x4x8 configuration). Further note that the FPGA is used as a singleshared resource for all worker processes via multiple exclusion aswell. The CPU-only runs were also performed in 2x4x8 configura-tion.

For the HRC.EUR dataset and K = 10, 000, the FPGA-run took 18minutes and 24 seconds, and for K = 32, 768, the runtime was 34minutes and 21 seconds (Supplementary Figure 2, Supplementary
Table 3). This is an acceleration between 18% and 42% when com-pared to the CPU-only runs. The (larger) real-world GWAS datasets
COVID.Italy and COVID.Spain showed an even greater speed-up us-ing the FPGA design, with speedup factors ranging between 1.23and 1.66 for FPGA-accelerated EagleImp-Web when compared to
EagleImp (Figure 5, Supplementary Tables 4–5), which is a speedincrease between 23% and 66% when compared to the CPU-onlyruns.

Because the actual goal of genotype imputation is subsequentgenome-wide testing for genetic associations, we examined forthe benchmark datasets COVID.Italy and COVID.Spain how increas-ing the K parameter affects the genome-wide significant associa-tion testing results. In particular, we would like to know, whetherthe choice of a higher K value has a positive effect on the resultsat the level of association testing. We used EagleImp-Web to re-produce our association results from the published GWAS in [15]with three different K parameters: K = 10, 000, K = 32, 768 and
K = max (where the latter represents the selection of all availablereference haplotypes for phasing and is performed with a CPU-onlyrun due to the current FPGA limitation). Phasing and imputationwith EagleImp-Web using the EGA release of the HRC1.1 referencepanel followed by association testing with the BIGwas associationsoftware pipeline [16] yielded the same two genome-wide signifi-cant association signals (at 3p21.31 and 9q34.2) as in [15], wherebyfor 3p21.31 the P-values of association lead variants yielded smaller(i.e. more significant) values when choosing a larger value of K(P = 5.72 × 10–9 for K = 10, 000, P = 1.71 × 10–9 for K = 32, 768,
P = 9.91 × 10–10 for K = max; Supplementary Figures 3 (a–c)).Thus, we assume that improved phasing with the choice of a higher
K parameter generally also leads to better results in associationtesting.

Discussion

Our imputation web service EagleImp-Web provides a fast, secureand high-quality service for genome-wide genotype phasing andimputation, with many security and convenience features that otherservices lack. It is easy to use, freely available, and complies withthe European Union (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR);
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our GDPR-compliant data protection policy with explicit rights andobligations can be found directly on the website. The web serviceuses the freely available EagleImp software [4, 6], which is based onthe popular tools Eagle2 [2] and PBWT [3], but is two to ten timesfaster with the same or better quality.In combination with an FPGA accelerator, EagleImp-Web is upto 66% faster than using the CPU-only version. Our FPGA-basedphasing shows no loss of quality compared to the CPU-only ver-sion, but, due to the speed advantage, allows the choice of a highervalue for the K parameter for phasing, which further reduces thephasing switch error rate, the genotype imputation error rate andincreases the imputation r2, and provides higher quality associationresults in subsequent genome-wide association analyses (GWAS).Therefore, EagleImp-Web offers the user option to select a higher
K-parameter (K = 10, 000 and K = 32, 768 with FPGA support, andup to K = max without FPGA support — we plan to implementFPGA support for higher values of K in the future) to enhance phas-ing and imputation quality with slightly increased processing time.As an additional feature, users can optionally set expert optionsto tailor input and output data to their needs, including toleratingor not tolerating Ref/Alt allele swaps or strand flips in the inputdata, optionally generating a separate file for phasing output alone,and allowing users to select which imputation information (alleledosages, genotype dosages, genotype probabilities) to include inthe imputation output.In contrast to other available imputation web services, EagleImp-
Web does not require third-party services for file transfers (such as
Globus in the case of the SIS) or unpacking and decrypting files afterdownload (as in the case of the MIS and the TOPMed services). Filesare transferred to and from EagleImp-Web via secure connections,a download requires prior user authentication, and download linksare unique and known only to the user as exact file locations on theserver are replaced by random strings (uniquely associated to a filein the web server’s database). User accounts are password protectedand security can optionally be enhanced by 2-factor authentication.For a convenient download of all result files at once, a unique and foreach job randomly generated password is used for authenticationvia the command line.In addition, job progress and results are displayed transpar-ently to the user, with (e.g. for publication purposes) all selectedparameter settings and filter options as well as the exact parame-ter settings of the underlying phasing and imputation algorithmsbeing reported. Warnings are displayed in case of problems withthe input files (e.g. if there are too few genetic variants). Status andprogress information is continuously displayed for jobs in progress.If a single file fails, the entire job is not automatically aborted, but anattempt is made to process all remaining input files, and the resultsand log files are made available to the user for debugging purposes.Our 2-component setup of our service with frontend and backendcomputer ensures that job processing does not interfere with theweb service components. Should we experience a heavy load on ourservice due to very frequent usage, our setup can be easily scaledwith additional backend systems and separate job queues.Currently, our web service provides the 1000 Genomes Phase 3reference panel and the EGA release of the HRC1.1 reference panelfor phasing and imputation, both as genome build GRCh37/hg19and a lifted version to GRCh38/hg38, which is different from otherweb services that perform a liftover of the input data at runtimebefore phasing and imputation. As a result, the imputation out-put from EagleImp-Web is always in the same genome build as theprovided input data. A disadvantage of our first EagleImp-Web re-lease is that some reference panels are restricted for general useand have been assembled from dozens of individual projects (suchas the TOPMed r1 panel) or have not been made fully available tothe scientific community (e.g. the HRC1.1 reference panel [1]), sowe cannot currently provide them as additional panels. However,we are currently working on offering additional reference panelsfrom future genome research projects, especially for previously

underrepresented populations.

Data Availability

The EagleImp-Web service can be accessed at https:
//hybridcomputing.ikmb.uni-kiel.de. All quality and run-time measures from our benchmarks are listed in the
Supplementary Material. The EagleImp software is avail-able at https://github.com/ikmb/eagleimp. The Qmanagersoftware is available at https://github.com/ikmb/qmanager.The source code of the FPGA design is available at
https://github.com/ikmb/eagleimp-fpga. The 1000
Genomes Phase 3 reference panel can be downloaded at
ftp://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/release/20130502/.Data access to the EGAD00001002729 dataset (https:
//ega-archive.org/datasets/EGAD00001002729) for the HRC1.1panel is restricted and was granted under request ID 11699.
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